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LEADER’S
GUIDE

T

he Sweet Hunger Leader’s Guide is especially for those who
would like to lead a group through the Sweet Hunger:
Developing An Appetite for God study. I’m excited if you
have made the choice to do that or even if you’re just reading
through this to see if you’d like to gather a few people and do
this together.
If you’ve never led a group before, or even if you have, I
want to encourage you to first and foremost, even if you are a
seasoned leader and have done this 1,000 times, please allow
God to lead you. If you do that one thing, everything will fall
into place.
Second, be open and transparent about your own issues. We
all have them. None of us are perfect. Some of us are just a
little further down the road on our journeys than others. Your
honesty will set the stage for a study that will be amazing.
Third, be honest, but don’t dump on folks and don’t allow
others to dump on the group or monopolize time in the group.
Set a one to two minute rule for talking. State this at the
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beginning of the study. If you have a large group, set it at oneminute. Many are shy and won’t talk, especially if others are
constantly talking.
Let your group know that discussion is great, but arguments
are not allowed. Some will have strong opinions about theology.
This is not a theological study. This is a study about how to get
closer to God. One way to put distance between us and God is
to begin arguing about things which none of us really know
the answer to until we get to heaven. If you feel the discussion
is getting off track simply say, “As the leader I’m going to ask
that we shelve that discussion for outside the group.”

CHOPS
Groups need guidelines, especially to encourage openness
and sharing. The acronym for these is guideline is CHOPS:
Connection, Honesty, Openness, Personal, and Safe.
• Connection: We need to stay connected with each other
and with God. Connection means getting to know each
other and building friendships.
• Honesty: This is simple, just be honest and tell the truth
about where you are at on your journey.
• Openness: Share openly in order to allow the true you to
come forth.
• Personal: Share YOUR truth and not your friend’s or your
spouse’s truth. Don’t share what someone else has told
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you. That is gossip. Even if they are in the group, allow
them the privilege of sharing. After class or one-on-one
encourage them to share, but don’t embarrass them if they
don’t want to share.
• Safe: Everything shared in the group should be kept
confidential and not shared outside the group. This rule
helps encourage connection, honesty, openness and being
personal. It all works together.
Sweet Hunger: Developing An Appetite for God will lend
itself well to any group setting. The study will work best if
participants have read the information ahead of time. If not,
you may want to briefly summarize each unit. Downloadable
Video Teachings by Teresa Shields Parker are available to
purchase from her website. These can be used instead of the
leader summarizing each chapter. The units build on each
other, however they also work as stand-alone units.
There are eight lessons as well as the Introduction. The
Introduction can be used in conjunction with Chapter One,
as Chapter One is the time when the participants write
their testimony. However, using the Introduction as a getacquainted time is also a great idea. There are suggestions
for each chapter including the introduction. Feel free to adapt
according to your group.

GENERAL OUTLINE
Each unit has a list of questions, along with the activity, which
includes the Scripture, supply list and instructions. There
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are alternative activities in each section in the “Need More
Inspiration” box. Some of these may work better for your group.

NAMETAGS
I suggest you have nametags, especially if you have a group
where everyone doesn’t know each other or you don’t know
folks. It’s great for the leader to be able to glance at the first
name of the individual so in a moment of fog you don’t forget
if you want to address them. Addressing someone by name
is always great. Have nametags available when individuals
arrive along with colorful pens. Ask them to write their first
name fairly large and then add a picture of the animal they
would choose if they couldn’t be a person. Each week you may
want to change this to a favorite flower, a fruit of the spirit
they wish they had, favorite scripture verse, life verse, favorite
movie, favorite day of the week, favorite insect, favorite Bible
character, etc.

MUSIC
There will be times where quiet inspirational music will be
appropriate when participants are writing or praying. It would
be good to have a way to play music for the group. A bluetooth
speaker and a smart phone loaded with the music you need
is great for this. All songs are also available on YouTube.com
and could be played through the speaker as well. Try to be in
your room 30 minutes early for your own personal prayer and
worship time. Have music playing during this time. Invite the
group to join you if they want, but let them know you will start
6
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the study promptly at the start time. They can come in late, but
don’t stop to catch them up.

TIME
Allot 90 minutes for each group meeting. The amount of
time it takes for each chapter will vary according to whether
or not you use the Sweet Hunger video teaching segments.
These can be purchased by going to the books tab at https://
TeresaShieldsParker.com. These will take about 20-25 minutes
to watch and can be substituted for the summary.
There are many discussion questions. All can be used,
however this leader’s guide notes those which are most
important and can be completed in 30 minutes or more. Each
unit has an activity. If you choose to do the activity as a group,
it may take 30 minutes or more. Closing should take about five
minutes.
I have rarely found a group to stay on time. However, it all
depends on your group size and propensity for sharing.
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Introduction
OPENING
Begin with prayer for the Holy Spirit to guide your time
together. Ask Him to open hearts to be receptive, open eyes to
see clearly His truth and open minds to apply what He teaches.
Since this is the first time you will have gotten together,
share the guidelines and expectations for the group. Tell them
you will start on time and will be there 30 minutes early for
prayer and worship time. Invite participants to join you for the
worship and prayer time, but emphasize you will start on time.
Make sure everyone has a book or knows how to purchase
a book. Encourage them to read the lesson before your next
session and answer or at least think through the questions.
There is space in the book to write, however some may wish
to type answers on the computer or write in a journal. There
is no right or wrong way, but do encourage them to bring their
books and/or journals to each session.
Introduce yourself. Name. Family. Job. Talk about the animal
you drew on your nametag and tell why you would like to be
that animal. Now ask others to do the same. Set a time limit of
one to two minutes per person depending on how many you
have in the group.
State in one sentence why you are leading this study and
what you one to get out of it. Then, ask others to share why
they are in the study and what they hope to get out of it. (Limit
discussion time if necessary.)
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LESSON
Summarize the Introduction or play Introduction of Sweet
Hunger Video Teaching by Teresa Shields Parker.

DISCUSSION
In the introduction Teresa says, “Sugar is my kryptonite”. What
does she mean by that? What is your kryptonite? Share yours
and then allow others to share theirs.
Discuss questions 3-5.
Say, “We all have something in our lives that doesn’t belong.
It may not be kryptonite yet, but it could become that if we
keep hanging on to it. In your books write a list of the things
that are in that category for you. These could be substances,
relationships, activities, attitudes or things.
“Now, spend a few minutes and hand each thing to God
and ask what do You give me in exchange. For example, you
might say to Him: ‘God, I hand You sugar. What do You give
me in exchange?’ Write down what He gives you in exchange
next to the thing you handed to Him. “
Play quiet instrumental inspirational music.
Ask if anyone would like to share what God gave them in
exchange for their kryptonite.
Read John 14:26 KJV and then say, “If the Holy Spirit is
our Comforter, why do we run to other things like food to
comfort us?”
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ACTIVITY
Read the prayer you as the leader wrote when you did the
activity on your own. Then have the participants write their
own prayer. (Read the directions under activity for the
Introduction.)
Play quiet instrumental inspirational music.
Allow those who want to read their prayers or share what
they learned through this exercise.

CLOSING
Stand in a circle and play a song such as Chris Tomlin’s
“Amazing Grace: My Chains are Gone.”
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Chapter One
OPENING: Have nametags available and a different prompt for
them to draw on their nametag. Call on someone to open in
prayer.
LESSON: Summarize the lesson or play Chapter One of Sweet
Hunger Video Teaching by Teresa Shields Parker.
DISCUSSION: Share the questions in the book, concentrating on
4- 9. Ask the question and open and invite discussion. Monitor
the discussion time depending on how much time you have
for the overall group.
ACTIVITY: Write testimonies. Have paper available if someone
doesn’t have their book or if they need additional paper. Have
pens available.
Explain the various parts of a testimony as outlined in
the three main questions. Then, read your testimony, which
should include the three parts. Give them time to write their
testimony.
Say, “If anyone wishes to discuss his or her testimony, I
will be available to talk with you during this time.” Give time
for writing or rewriting testimonies. Play quiet instrumental
inspirational music.
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Make yourself available as the group is writing their
testimonies. If some are struggling, call attention to the verses
and the prayer in the book. Be sensitive to the fact that some
may not have a testimony.
Ask members who wish to do so to read their testimony.
Limit the time of sharing.
CLOSING: End by taking communion together. Provide crackers
and small cups of grape juice or get a loaf of bread. Have each
person tear off a piece and dip it in a goblet with grape juice.
Say we are going to end tonight by sharing communion
together. I will read a passage of Scripture. Then I’ll play a
song. You may wish to spend some time praying before you
partake of communion. Afterwards, feel free to stay and pray.
Leave whenever you wish. This activity will close our night
together. I look forward to being with you next week.
Read Matthew 26:26-28
Play a song such as “Nothing but the Blood” by Hillsong
United or “Your Glory — Nothing but the Blood” by All Sons
and Daughters or another. Both are available on YouTube. Have
some other songs available in case individuals want to spend
some time praying afterwards.
Give directions for how to partake of communion, then go
up and partake of communion yourself, especially if others
have not yet. It will break the ice for others to do so. Make
yourself available to pray with those who may want that.
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Chapter Two
OPENING: Have nametags available and a different prompt for
them to draw on their nametag. Pray or call on someone to
pray.
LESSON: Summarize the chapter or play the Chapter Two Sweet
Hunger Video Teaching by Teresa Shields Parker.
DISCUSSION: Ask, what spoke to you loudest in this lesson?
Ask the questions that will be most important to your group,
concentrating on 4-9.
ACTIVITY: Read the Scripture for the activity. Read the
first paragraph of the activity or explain it in your
own words. Have the members complete the chart by
checking the activities they regularly participate in
and circling those they would be interested in doing.
ASK: What did you learn by doing this? Are you surprised by
some things that might be characterized as ‘quiet time’? What
are some things you regularly do? What things would you
like to incorporate into quiet time? Be sure to note a different
activity for the next six days. Just pencil it in. This is not set in
stone but something you might enjoy doing.
Ask the participants to find a partner that they either don’t
know or don’t know well. Share with each other what kind of
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challenges you’ve had regarding quiet time. Then, share with
each other what things you will try doing different for the next
six days. Then, share your expectations of what might happen.
NOTE: There is an alternative activity you can use in the “Need
More Inspiration?” box for this chapter.
CLOSING: Share prayer requests each partner has regarding
spending time with God. Example: I want to increase my time
with God. I want to experiment with new ways to interact with
God. I want to start a quiet time. I want to learn how to really
spend time with God.
Exchange contact information and promise to pray for each
other this week. Touch base one time this week to see how the
other person is doing. Plan a time and a method to do this,
text, email, phone or whatever works best. Be cognizant of
each other’s time.
Tell the members you will be playing quiet instrumental
music during this time and will be available to answer
questions. Remind them from time to time to remember each
step they are to be doing together. Also let them know when
they are finished sharing and praying, that will close the
meeting.
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Chapter Three
OPENING: Have nametags available and a different prompt
for them to draw on their nametag. Open the session with the
song, “Lose My Soul,” by Toby Mac and Kirk Franklin.
LESSON: Summarize the lesson about Esau or play Chapter
Three of Sweet Hunger Video Teaching by Teresa Shields Parker.
DISCUSSION: Ask questions 4-9. All these questions set up
the activity. Participants should write their responses in their
books.
ACTIVITY: Read Luke 9:23 AMP.
Complete a “Selfish Desires Chart”. Each participant will
need their book or a piece of typing paper, small sticky notes,
colored markers or pens and extra paper in case some prefer to
do their chart on a separate piece of paper. For this activity it
would be great to have tables to work around.
Follow the instructions in Sweet Hunger to first develop a
visual representation of the things you run to instead of to
God. Draw pictures or write words to represent how these
things make you feel and how predominant they are in your
life. Colors can be representative of feelings and size can be
representative of how predominant they are in your life. These
might be things that are time stealers as well as things that you
run to instead of God.
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When everyone is finished making their “Selfish Desires
Chart,” pass out the sticky notes. Read the section about
handing these things to God. Play inspirational, instrumental
music as each person spends time, handing the items on their
list to God, asking Him what He gives them in exchange,
writing that gift on a sticky note and placing it over the item.
When most are finished, spend a few minutes sharing. Ask,
“What did God show you during this time?”
NOTE: There is an alternative activity in the “Need More
Inspiration?” box for this chapter.
CLOSING: Say, “Surrender is a good thing. It’s not waving a
white flag and giving up, it’s starting a new chapter in your
life with Jesus as your guide. You may wish to let the next few
minutes be a time of surrender as we sing this song together.
You may wish to stand, to walk or to kneel. The song will
close our time together. Feel free to stay as long as you like
following the song. Do whatever you need to do in order to get
in a position of surrender to God.”
Stand in a circle together. Hand out the words to the song
you chose. Play, “I Surrender” or “Oceans” by Hillsong. (Both
are available on YouTube.com.) Have participants sing along.
Close in prayer.
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Chapter Four
OPENING: Have nametags available and a different prompt
for them to draw on their nametag. Play “Breathe” by Johnny
Diaz. Open with prayer.
LESSON: Summarize the chapter or play Chapter Four of Sweet
Hunger Video Teaching by Teresa Shields Parker.
DISCUSSION: If you have a larger group, divide the group into
four smaller groups and give three or four questions to each
group. Have each group report to the entire group. If you have
a smaller group, choose the questions most relevant to your
group.
ACTIVITY: Read 1 Corinthians 10:13.
Read the instructions for making a “Temptations Chart.”
Make this a group activity. Say, “What are some emotions that
make you do things you shouldn’t? As people call them out
and write them down on your chart unless that emotions isn’t
an issue for you.” Repeat each emotion as people say them
until you have seven.
Say, “What are you tempted to do when you are…” then,
mention the first emotion that was called out. Say, “Write that
temptation or one of your own under temptation.”
Say, “The next column is the most valuable one. What would
be a better solution than what you are normally inclined to do?”
17
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If there are several solutions discuss them. Say, “No solution
is right or wrong, but what would work for you? That’s what
you should write in the next column.” Some possible solutions
might be journaling, praying, listening to praise music, taking
a walk, going to the gym or pool to exercise, engaging in a
hobby, cleaning out a closet, going for a drive, spending time
with a friend or even calling a friend, writing, drawing,
dancing and many others.
Continue in this way until you have completed the chart.
Read the last two paragraphs in the activity section which
starts with “Making a chart such as this ...”
Ask individuals to bring supplies for next week’s collage.
Tell them it will be a fun activity if they bring lots of things
to work with. (Read the supply list from Chapter Five Activity
section.)
CLOSING: Ask, “After tonight’s session, what’s one thing you’ve
been inspired to do when you are tempted?”
Stand in a circle and join hands. Close by praying for God
to intervene and remind each person present of the better
solution they can do instead of giving into temptation.
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Chapter Five
OPENING: Have nametags available and a different prompt for
them to draw on their nametag. Play the song, “Hungry I Come
to You” by Kathryn Scott or “Come to the River” by Hillsong
or All Sons and Daughters. (Both are available on YouTube.)
Ask a group participant to open in prayer.
LESSON: Summarize the lesson or play Chapter Five of Sweet
Hunger Video Teaching with Teresa Shields Parker.
DISCUSSION: Read John 6:22-26. Ask question #4 and 5. Read
John 6:48-49. Ask question #2 and #6. Read the Scripture that
goes with Question #1. Ask the question. Ask question #9.
ACTIVITY: Make a collage by using old magazines, scraps of
material, dried flowers, buttons, old jewelry, things from
nature, colored paper or construction paper. Don’t rely on
individuals alone to bring things. Use small poster boards
or 8 ½ x 11 sheets of heavy paper, double stick tape, regular
tape and glue. (Leaders: Make sure you have these supplies,
especially old magazines or make sure others are bringing
them. This activity won’t work without supplies!)
Read Duet. 11:28-30 NLT. Say, “Today we are going to make
a collage to remind us of a meaningful Scripture. You may
choose your own or use Psalm 63:5 NLT: “You satisfy me more
than the richest feast. I will praise You with songs of joy.”
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Find words from magazines to use to create the Scripture
or hand letter it on a piece of colored paper and paste it on
their poster or page. Make sure to leave room to illustrate the
Scripture with other photos or items.
Choose items to complete your collage showing how God
satisfies you or whatever applies to the Scripture you have
chosen. Tear out pictures from magazines, use pieces of fabric
to decorate, cut colored paper into various shapes, use bits and
pieces of anything you have to complete the collage.
It’s great to do this right in the book especially if you choose
to keep the book as a reminder of this journey. A poster board
or other heavy paper also works.
NOTE: There are alternative or additional suggestions for
activities in the “Need More Inspiration” box.
CLOSING: Have each participant share their poster and what it
means to them.
To finish have participants get with another person they
haven’t been in a group with yet. Ask them to share prayer
requests and pray together. That will conclude your session.
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Chapter Six
OPENING: Have nametags available and a different prompt for
them to draw on their nametag. Play the song, “The Voice of
Truth” by Casting Crowns. Open with prayer to have the faith
and courage of David.
LESSON: Summarize the chapter or play Chapter Six of Sweet
Hunger Video Teaching by Teresa Shields Parker.
DISCUSSION: Ask questions, concentrating on 7-10.
ACTIVITY: Read the Scripture Matthew 19:26.
Do the “Defeating My Giants” activity. Do the activity
yourself on a separate piece of paper. Share it with the group.
Tell them how to complete the activity either on the page in
their book or on a separate page. Have pens and paper available.
The most important part of this activity is to make the
rectangular box inside the giant, leaving space inside to write.
So on the outside you’ve already written the reasons the giant
is there in the first place. Draw the rectangular box and number
1-5 inside it. Outside the box and inside the giant write the
scriptures and insights that will help you conquer the giant.
Matthew 19:26 should be one of those.
Then pray and ask God to give you five action steps to bring
down this giant. Write those in the box or one or two words of
the step to remind you what it is.
21
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NOTE: There is an alternative activity in the “Need More
Inspiration?” box in this chapter of Sweet Hunger. During this
activity play quiet instrumental inspirational music. Allow
time for participants to share at the end of the session.
CLOSING: Stand in a circle. Ask participants to stretch their
hands forward and symbolically put their giant in their hands
and clasp them shut.
PRAY: “Dear Jesus, we hand our giants to You. We no longer
want them in our lives. Please take this giant from me. Remind
me of what You have shown me today whenever it rears it’s
ugly head again. This giant is now Yours.”
Ask the participants to open their hands to symbolically
release their giants to Jesus.
Say, “Thank You Jesus for taking this giant off my hands.
Thank You for the action steps you gave me and the gifts.
Remind me often that You have got this. I no longer have to
fight. The battle is Yours.”
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Chapter Seven
OPENING: Have nametags available and a different prompt for
them to draw on their nametag. Play, “Worthy is the Lamb” by
Hillsong United. Print out lyrics and sing it together.
PRAY: “Thank You Jesus for who You are. You are worthy of all
praise and honor and glory. Thank You for Your promises to
us that we will one day be united with You and that we will
celebrate with You in a wonderful occasion where we will feast
on Your presence and Your presence alone.”
LESSON: Summarize the chapter or play Chapter Seven of Sweet
Hunger Video Teaching by Teresa Shields Parker.
DISCUSSION: Discuss questions 8-11 or select the questions you
think will work best for your group. Ask the group to answer
the other questions during their quiet time at home.
ACTIVITY: Write A Poem. Say, “Take some time now to express
yourself in a poem about some aspect of the Marriage or
Wedding to Christ. When Jesus says He is the bridegroom and
we are the bride what does that mean to you? How is it similar
or different from weddings today? A poem can be a prose poem,
which is just words to illustrate feelings. It can be rhyming, but
does not have to be. Don’t worry about theology. Write from
your heart. It could be a love sonnet to your Bridegroom, who
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is Jesus. It could be telling Him what things you are giving up
to be totally united with Him. Just express yourself.”
As an alternative, do the activity under the “Need More
Inspiration?” box. Play quiet instrumental inspirational music.
Ask those who want to share what they wrote.
CLOSING: Close by playing the song, “I Can Only Imagine” by
Mercy Me. Ask, question 12: “What did you see yourself doing
when you got to heaven?”
Divide into groups of two asking individuals to pair up
with someone they haven’t been a partner with before. Share
anything this session brought up. Pray together. This will close
the session.
Play quiet inspirational music.
LEADERS: This has the potential of being a more solemn session.
Have tissues available and make sure you are ready to step in
to pray with those who need that.
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Chapter Eight
OPENING: Have nametags available and a different prompt for
them to draw on their nametag. Play the song, “Who Am I?”
by Casting Crowns.
Open with prayer. “God thank You that You know me
completely and still love me. Thank You that You see me
and lead me through this journey. Help me understand more
completely what my purpose is during this brief time I walk
this earth. Thank You that I am Yours.”
LESSON: Summarize the chapter or play Chapter Eight of Sweet
Hunger Video Teaching by Teresa Shields Parker.
DISCUSSION: Ask questions 1 and 2. Ask members who haven’t
written answers to these questions to do so. Explain this will
be helpful in completing the activity.
Ask questions 5, 7 and 8. Discuss.
Ask question 9. Discuss for a bit and then, ask the members
to write down their own answers. Explain this will be helpful
in completing the activity.
ACTIVITY: Read the Scripture Psalm 139:16 NLT.
Explain to the group that they are going to write a mission
statement, but in a bit different way. Even if you’ve already
got a mission statement, this activity will still be helpful to
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discover what is most meaningful to you and should be given
highest priority in your life.
State the two objectives found in the Activity section
under My Calling. Read Life Mission Statement through the
Adjectives section. Ask members to choose their adjectives
and then write them as it explains.
Read nouns. Do the activity and write their noun. Read
Action Phrase through Verbs and do the activity and choose
their verb. Read Core Value Nouns. Do the activity and write
their nouns in the space provided. Read How and answer the
questions.
Once this is done, form groups of two to four and help each
other develop their mission statement. Individuals may want
to follow the format of Teresa’s mission statement or develop
their own format. Write your Life Mission Statement down
in the area indicated in Sweet Hunger. If you don’t have it
formulated yet, put down words that you know it will contain.
Play quiet instrumental inspirational music.
Continue playing music until time to close. Everyone might
not be done, but they can either complete it on their own or
you may want to ask if the group wants to meet one last time
to complete this project.
Give some time to allow those who wish to share their
mission statement or what they learned about themselves
during this activity.
NOTE: There is an alternative activity under “Need More
Inspiration” box in this chapter. You may prefer this way of
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approaching developing life mission statements. However it
does require you to gather supplies, especially old magazines.
CLOSING: Say, “I have enjoyed our time together. Above
everything we have learned during this time, I hope one thing
you know for sure is how special you are to God. I just want
each of you to know how special you are to God. This song
expresses it really well. This is from my heart to yours, but
more than that, it is from God’s heart to you. Let’s stand in a
circle and listen to this together.”
Play the song, “Beautiful,” by Mercy Me.
CLOSE IN PRAYER: “Thank You God that You see me through
Your eyes and not my own. Help me to understand you have
destined me on purpose for a purpose. May I never forgot that
You paid a high price to make me beautiful.”
If you do want to meet one last time to share all you’ve
learned together, plan a tentative time to do that.
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PRODUCTS AND RESOURCES
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SWEET HUNGER VIDEO TEACHINGS
The Sweet Hunger video teaching series includes nine sessions
from Teresa Shields Parker. They run between 18 and 28
minutes long.
Shot from Teresa’s kitchen, these video teachings are the
summation of each chapter and the introduction. It is helpful
to play these at the beginning of group sessions. Although
they are not word for word from the book, many love to hear
the information from the author and make sure the entire
group hears the content of the session. Individuals love them
too. They can be purchased at https://TeresaShieldsParker.com/
Sweet-Hunger-Videos/.
If you’d like to purchase a downloadable .pdf copy of Sweet
Hunger go to the books tab on the website.
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SWEET GRACE
In Sweet Grace: How I Lost 250 Pounds and Stopped Trying To Earn
God’s Favor Teresa chronicles her physical journey of walking
out of sugar addiction by the grace and power of God.
She shares honestly and transparently
about what it is like to be super morbidly
obese and what it takes to turn around
and become free.
Get your copy in print, kindle or
audiobook on Amazonor ebook on her
website. Add Sweet Grace Study Guide to
use in conjunction with Sweet Grace for
personal or group study.

SWEET CHANGE
Sweet Change: True Stories of
Transformation is all about the power
of change and how to tap into it.
Teresa shares stories of individuals
who have found their own personal
ingredients work great with God’s
power in order to lose weight and
step into total transformation—body,
soul and spirit. Get your copy on
Amazon today in print or kindle. Or
on her website in ebook.
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SWEET FREEDOM
In Sweet Freedom: Losing Weight and Keeping It Off With God’s Help,
Teresa shares her journey through emotional issues which kept
her bound in sugar addiction for years.
Teresa discusses keys to identifying and
eradicating the emotional issues which
can become spiritual lies.
These surface as presenting issues
or excuses which hold us back in
accomplishing any great endeavor
whether it be starting a new career,
overcoming an addictive habit, noticing
our tendency to get into bad relationships,
giving into fits of rage or anger or trying
time and time again to lose weight. Teresa
uses her experience with extreme weight loss to illustrate these
Freedom principles.

SWEET FREEDOM STUDY GUIDE
Sweet Freedom Study Guide is a necessary
companion to Sweet Freedom. Once you read
Sweet Freedom, you will want to understand
the concepts, tools and processes Teresa used
to help her on her journey to freedom from
food addiction. The study guide also includes
a chapter-by-chapter study guide with
questions, activities and other information
to make your group study successful. It is
available on Amazon in print and on Teresa’s website in ebook.
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SWEET CHANGE CHRISTIAN WEIGHT
LOSS COACHING GROUP
After losing over 260 pounds, Teresa felt the call to help others
overcome their food addictions. In 2014 she began Sweet
Change Christian Weight Loss Coaching Group.
This ongoing monthly group includes weekly teaching
videos, monthly video call, private Facebook group, direct
coaching from Teresa and access at any time to her video vault
with over 100 videos and more being added all the time.
These teaching videos are short courses with study guides
and action steps. To lean more go to https://TeresaShieldsParker.
com/Sweet-Change/. Join any time.
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#KICKWEIGHT
#KickWeight is Teresa’s low-cost introductory six-month weight
loss course designed to help individuals ditch the diet mentality
and step into the total surrender of a lifestyle change. It opens
twice a year for new members. To be notified of the next group
put your name on the waitlist at https://TeresaShieldsParker.
com/KickWeight.

VIP FREEDOM COACHING
VIP Freedom Coaching is for those who want to go on a
spiritual transformation journey through one-on-one sessions
with Teresa. This is her personalized option for those who
mean business. Includes six private sessions with Teresa via
video call (Skype or Zoom) or phone over three months.
The teaching element will be videos in the group to explain
the principles used during coaching sessions. A certificate of
completion will be given for those who finish this journey.
Limited in number, this group is for those who are ready
to shake off self-limiting beliefs, face their false self and go
forward into the destiny God has for them. It can include
Christian weight loss, but Teresa will help you with whatever
issues come to the surface. For more information, go to: https://
TeresaShieldsParker.com/VIP-Freedom-Coaching/.

GIVE THE GIFT OF COACHING
Give the gift of a coaching to a friend. Join the program and
pay with your card either monthly or in full. Send an email
to info@TeresaShieldsParker.com with name and email of the
person you joined for and your name and email.
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Teresa Shields Parker with husband, Roy

CONNECT WITH TERESA
WEBSITE:

TeresaShieldsParker.com

EMAIL:

Info@TeresaShieldsParker.com

Amazon:

Amazon.com/author/TeresaShiledsParker

Facebook: Facebook.com/TeresaShieldsParker
Twitter:

Twitter.com/treeparker

Instagram: Instagram.com/treeparker
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